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Where Are My Parents?





I dedicate this book to my mum and
dad for inspiring me and sharing ideas

with me for this story.  

Dedication 
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BEEP! BEEP! Cookie's alarm went off loudly and he jumped straight out of his old,
screeching bed. ‘’Mum, Dad’’ yelled Cookie. He didn’t get a response. Cookie went

on to the computer to see if he could see where his parents were. 



 Cookie´s parents are astronauts. Sometimes they went on missions without telling Cookie...so he
had a tracker put on them! Cookie looked at the tracker and wondered where they were going.

 ‘’ WAIT MY PARENTS ARE IN SPACE!’’ Cookie was worried.2



 Cookie started rushing to one of his parent´s old spacecrafts.
He quickly leaped into it.
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On

Off



Destination

Cookie kept track of his
parents on the screen. 
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Before he knew it, Cookie was travelling at
the fastest speed his spacecraft could go.



Cookie said to himself, ‘’ Okay there’s eight
planets...they could of been

separated...there could of been an
explosion...they could be anywhere!’’
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Cookie saw a lot of rusty old broken things in

space. He did not really worry about the space
junk until  he saw a spaceship broken into

pieces!
 

 Cookie was shocked what could of happened?
 



Cookie went straight to the closest
planet which was Mars and landed

on it hoping he would find his
parents. 
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He looked everywhere for them
but he couldn’t find them. 

 
Cookie started to really worry.

 



Cookie moved onto the next
planet, Venus. It was so hot he

had to put on his fire proof
astronaut suit. Cookie looked
around as fast as he could but

he still could not find his
parents. 
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 It was so hot, Cookie left Venus as
soon as he could. Hoping his parents
were not on Mercury, Cookie decided

to search on a planet further away
from the sun. 

 



Cookie soon landed on Jupiter. Cookie could not believe his eyes.
There standing in front of him was his dad. He looked terrible. He

had cuts of all kinds on him.
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Cookie helped his dad walk to the
space craft. ‘’ Stay in here for now, I’ll

come back later’’, Cookie told his father.  
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 Cookie left his dad and moved onto
Saturn.  He found his mum and

luckily she was in perfect condition.
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Cookie took his Mum and
travelled back to Jupitar.
They picked up his dad

before going back to earth. 
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 When Cookie and his parents
got home they all sat near the

warm and cozy. 
Cookie told his parents how
worried he was and asked

them to promise never leave
him again without telling him.
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Hi I´m Kristian. I´m a senior primary school
student and I come from Australia. In my spare
time I like to ride bikes with my friends and play
AFL with my family. I was inspired to make this

book because I think itś important to remember
that you should never give up on finding

something you have lost. My dream in the future
is to get a job as a motocross rider.

 

About The Author



Where are my parent? is about a child named
Cookie who can't find his parents. He  takes

you on an adventure as he travels into space to
try and find his parents. Cookie is determined
to never give up on his mission even if it takes

forever.
 


